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Abstract
We give a classical algorithm for linear regression analogous to the quantum matrix
inversion algorithm [Harrow, Hassidim, and Lloyd, Physical Review Letters ’09] for
low-rank matrices [Chakraborty et al., ICALP’19], when the input matrix A is stored
in a data structure applicable for QRAM-based state preparation.
Namely, if the input model supports efficient `2-norm importance sampling, and
given A ∈ Cm×n with minimum singular value σ and b ∈ Cm as input, we can output a
description of an x such that ‖x−A+b‖ ≤ ε‖A+b‖ in O˜
(‖A‖6F‖A‖2
σ8ε4
)
time, improving on
previous “quantum-inspired” algorithms in this line of research by a factor of ‖A‖
14
σ14ε2
[Chia
et al., STOC’20]. The algorithm is stochastic gradient descent, and the analysis bears
similarities to results of [Gupta and Sidford, NeurIPS’18]. Unlike earlier works, this is
a promising avenue that could lead to feasible implementations of classical regression
in a quantum-inspired setting, for comparison against future quantum computers.
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1 Introduction
An important question for the future of quantum computing is whether we can use quantum
computers to speed up machine learning [Pre18]. Answering this question is a topic of active
research [Chi09, Aar15, BWP+17]. One potential avenue to an affirmative answer is through
quantum linear algebra algorithms, which can perform sparse linear regression [HHL09] (and
compute similar linear algebra expressions [GSLW19]) in time poly-logarithmic in input
dimension. However, in machine learning it is often natural to assume that the input is close
to being low-rank [KP17], in which case the above quantum algorithms typically require that
the input is given in a manner allowing efficient quantum state preparation. Such proposals
are usually based on quantum random access memory (QRAM) and a corresponding efficient
data structure1 [GLM08, Pra14], which also allows classical algorithms to perform the same
tasks as the quantum algorithms with only a polynomial slowdown [CGL+20], meaning that
here quantum computers do not give the exponential speedup in dimension that one might
hope for. However, current results do not rule out large polynomial quantum speedups.
This paper focuses on this question of polynomial speedup for the particular case of linear
regression (finding an approximate solution to minx ‖Ax − b‖22) for low-rank A ∈ Cm×n.
Since Harrow, Hassidim, and Lloyd’s algorithm (HHL) for sparse A [HHL09, DHM+18],
linear regression has been an influential primitive for quantum machine learning [BWP+17],
and the corresponding variant for low-rank A also commonly appears [WZP18, RML14],
typically manifesting in algorithms depending on ‖A‖F, the Frobenius norm of A. In the low-
rank scenario, assuming the aforementioned data structure, current state-of-the-art quantum
algorithms can produce a state ε-close to |A+b〉2 in `2-norm given A and b in QRAM in
O∗(‖A‖F‖A‖ ‖A‖σ ) [CGJ19] time.3 We think about this runtime as depending polynomially on
stable rank ‖A‖
2
F
‖A‖2 and condition number
‖A‖
σ
. Note that being able to produce quantum
states |x〉 = 1‖x‖
∑
i xi|i〉 corresponding to a desired vector x is akin to a classical sampling
problem, and is different from outputting x itself. The prior best analogous algorithm
can produce the same result classically in O˜∗((‖A‖F‖A‖ )6(‖A‖σ )28) time [CGL+20]. This 1-to-
28 separation suggests that classical techniques may be significantly slower, though not
exponentially slower asymptotically.4
Our main result tightens this gap, giving an algorithm running in O∗((‖A‖F‖A‖ )6(‖A‖σ )8)
time. Further, this runtime simply follows from an analysis of stochastic gradient descent
(SGD), making it potentially more practical to implement and use as a benchmark against
future scalable quantum computers. This result suggests that other tasks that can be solved
through iterative methods may have quantum-classical gaps that are smaller than existing
1In this paper, we always use QRAM in combination with a data structure used for efficiently preparing
states |0〉 →∑i xi‖x‖ |i〉 corresponding to vectors x ∈ Cn.
2By A+ we denote the pseudoinverse of A also called the Moore-Penrose inverse of A.
3We define O∗ to be big O notation, hiding polynomial dependence on ε and poly-logarithmic dependence
on dimension. Note that the precise exponent on log(mn) depends on the choice of word size in our RAM
models, so we will elide it for simplicity.
4The ε dependence for the quantum algorithm is log 1ε , compared to the classical algorithm which gets
1
ε6 . While this suggests an exponential speedup in ε, it appears to only hold for sampling problems, such
as measuring |A+b〉 in the computational basis. Learning information from the output quantum state |A+b〉
generally requires poly( 1ε ) samples, preventing the exponential separation.
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quantum-inspired results suggest.
Our choice of stochastic gradient is akin to the one in the regression algorithm of Gupta
and Sidford [GS18], though made mildly weaker to be efficient with the quantum-inspired
data structure (instead of the bespoke data structure they design for their algorithm). In
some sense, this work gives a version of their algorithm that trades runtime for weaker,
more quantum-like input assumptions. To elaborate, if we include the cost of putting
the raw input into the required data structure (an additional O(nnz(A)) time) and re-
quire the output to be x in full, then the time needed to solve regression via our main
result Theorem 1.1, O∗( nnz(A) + ‖A‖6F‖A‖2
σ8
+
‖A‖2F‖A‖2
σ4
n
)
, is worse than Gupta and Sidford’s
O˜∗( nnz(A) + ‖A‖F
σ
nnz(A)
2
3n
1
6
)
time (shown here after naively bounding numerical sparsity
by n).5 However, our work demonstrates a more general barrier to quantum speedups:
one could imagine that, for sufficiently quantum-like problems, the input satisfies quantum-
inspired assumptions (say, we could prepare states corresponding to input), so quantum
linear algebra algorithms are efficient, and yet the input is too large to re-format into a data
structure of our choice, preventing classical results like Gupta and Sidford’s from giving a
comparable runtime, while our work is still applicable and gives comparable runtimes.
1.1 Our model
To have any hope for solving matrix inversion in sublinear time, we need additional as-
sumptions on the input. In the case of quantum machine learning, the main assumption is
typically that one can prepare certain quantum states related to the input matrix. We work
with the quantum-inspired classical analogue of state preparation: importance sampling.
Definition (`2-importance-sampling distribution). For a non-zero vector v ∈ Cn, we define
the `2-importance-sampling6 distribution Dv over [n] such that the probability of sampling
i is |vi|2/‖v‖22.
This is a classical analogue of preparing quantum states |v〉: if v describes a normal-
ized pure quantum state, the above distribution is exactly the distribution we get through
measurement in the computational basis, as described by Born’s rule. Moreover, the usual
data structures that support fast quantum state preparation also support fast importance
sampling. We will describe a prominent example of such a data structure commonly used in
the quantum machine learning literature, which works in combination with QRAM access-
ing the data structure in superposition. Many quantum machine learning (QML) algorithms
require such assumptions [WZP18, RML14, Pra14], especially those that achieve runtimes
polylogarithmic in dimension. Although current QRAM proposals suggest that quantum
hardware implementing QRAM may be realizable with essentially only logarithmic overhead
in the runtime [GLM08, BWP+17, Pre18, CHI+18, Aar15], an actual physical implementa-
tion would require much advance in quantum technology in order to maintain coherence for
a long enough time [AGJO+15], further motivating quantum-inspired algorithms research.
5This is comparable to the runtime of the quantum algorithm for outputting x, since one would need
to run it O∗(n) times for state tomography, resulting in a total runtime of O˜∗( nnz(A) + ‖A‖Fσ n). The use
of state tomography would also bring in polynomial dependence on ε−1 similarly to the quantum-inspired
algorithm, while Gupta and Sidford’s algorithm has only logarithmic dependence on ε−1.
6In the rest of the paper, we say importance sampling for “`2-importance sampling”.
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Importantly, current QML results for solving low-rank regression require input to be
stored in an efficient data structure in QRAM [CGJ19]. So, our comparison classical algo-
rithms must also assume that input is stored in the corresponding quantum-inspired data
structure, which supports several fully-classical operations.
We first define the quantum-inspired data structure for vectors.
Definition (Vector-based data-structure, SQ(v) and Q(v)). For any vector v ∈ Cn, let
SQ(v) denote a data-structure that supports the following operations:
1. Sample(). It outputs the entry vi with probability |vi|2/‖v‖2.
2. Query(i). The input of this function is an i ∈ [n], the output is vi.
3. Norm(). The output of this function is ‖v‖.7
Let T (v) denote the max time it takes for the data structure to respond to any query. If we
only allow the Query operation, the data-structure is called Q(v).
Then, we define our notion of quantum-inspired data structure for matrices.
Definition (Matrix-based data-structure, SQ(A)). For any matrix A ∈ Cm×n, let SQ(A)
denote a data-structure that supports the following operations:
1. Sample1(). It outputs i with probability ‖Ai,∗‖2/‖A‖2F.
2. Sample2(i). The input of this function is an i ∈ [m]. This function will output the
entry Ai,j with probability |Ai,j|2/‖Ai,∗‖2.
3. Query(i, j). The input are i ∈ [m] and j ∈ [n], the output is Ai,j.
4. Norm(i). The input is i ∈ [m]. The output is ‖Ai,∗‖.
5. Norm(). It outputs ‖A‖F.
Let T (A) denote the max time the data structure takes to respond to any query.
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume all input SQ data structures respond to queries
in O(1) time. There are data structures that can do this in the word RAM model [CGL+20,
Remark 2.15]. The dynamic data structures that commonly appear in the QML litera-
ture [KP17] respond to queries in O(log(mn)) time, so using such versions only increases
our runtime by a logarithmic factor.
More formally, assumptions about QRAM and its data structures can be replaced by a
specific form of state preparation assumption: the assumption that quantum states corre-
sponding to input data can be prepared in time polylogarithmic in dimension. QML algo-
rithms typically work with any state preparation assumption. To the authors’ knowledge,
all models admitting efficient protocols that take v stored in the standard way as input and
output the quantum state |v〉 also admit corresponding efficient classical sample and query
operations that can replace the data structure described above [CGL+20, Remark 2.15]. So,
our results on the size of the speedup that quantum low-rank matrix inversion with QRAM
achieves appears robust to changing quantum input models.
7When we claim that we can call Norm() on output vectors, we will mean that we can output a constant
approximation: a number in [0.9‖v‖, 1.1‖v‖].
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1.2 Our results
We start with defining several common notations. For a vector v ∈ Cn, ‖v‖ denotes `2
norm. For a matrix A ∈ Cm×n, ‖A‖ denotes operator norm, ‖A‖F Frobenius norm, and
Ai,∗ and A∗,j the i-th row and j-th column of A, respectively. For a matrix M  0, define
‖x‖M :=
√
x†Mx. A† refers to the conjugate transpose of A. f . g denotes f = O(g), and
respectively with & and h.
We solve the following problem.
Problem (Regularized regression problem, ε-approx solution). Given A ∈ Cn×d, b ∈ Cn,
and a regularization parameter λ ≥ 0, we define function fλ : Cd → R as
fλ(x) :=
1
2
(‖Ax− b‖2 + λ‖x‖2).
Let x∗ := arg minx∈Cd fλ(x).
We will manipulate vectors by manipulating their sparse descriptions, defined as follows:
Definition. We say we have an s-sparse description of x ∈ Cd if we have an s-sparse v ∈ Cn
such that x = A†v. We use the convention that any s-sparse description is also a t-sparse
description for all t ≥ s.
Our main result is that we can solve regression efficiently, assuming SQ(A).
Theorem 1.1. Suppose we are given SQ(A) ∈ Cm×n and Q(b) ∈ Cn. Denote σ := ‖A+‖−1,
and consider fλ(x) for λ = O(‖A‖2). For ε . (log ‖A‖
2
F
σ2+λ
)−
1
2 , let T := O
( ‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(σ2+λ)2ε2
log 1
ε
)
.
There is an algorithm that takes
O
( ‖A‖6F‖A‖2
(σ2 + λ)4ε4
( ‖b‖2
‖AA+b‖2 + log
1
ε
)
log
1
ε
)
time and outputs a O
(
T ‖b‖
2
‖AA+b‖2
)
-sparse description of an x such that ‖x−x∗‖ ≤ ε‖x∗‖ with
probability ≥ 0.9. This description admits SQ(x) for T (x) = O˜
(
T 2 ‖b‖
4
‖AA+b‖4
‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(σ2+λ)2
log2 1
ε
)
.
As mentioned previously, we use stochastic gradient descent to solve this problem, for
T iterations. Such optimization algorithms are standard for solving regression in this set-
ting [GS18].
Though the idea of SGD for regression is simple and well-understood, we note that some
standard analyses fail in our setting, so some care is needed in analysing SGD correctly.
First, our stochastic gradient (Eq. (1)) has variance that depends on the norm of the current
iterate, and projection onto the ball of vectors of bounded norm is too costly, so our analyses
cannot assume a uniform bound on the second moment of our stochastic gradient. Second,
we want a bound for the final iterate x(T ), not merely a bound on averaged iterates as is
common for SGD analyses, since using an averaging scheme would complicate the analysis
in Section 2.3. Third, we want a bound on the output x of our algorithm of the form
‖x − x∗‖ ≤ ε‖x∗‖. We could have chosen to aim for the typical bound in the optimization
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literature of fλ(x) − fλ(x∗) ≤ ε(fλ(x(0)) − fλ(x∗)), but our choice is common in the QML
literature, and it most makes sense to have SQ(x) when x is indeed close to x∗ up to
multiplicative error. Finally, note that acceleration via methods like the accelerated proximal
point algorithm (APPA) [FGKS15] framework cannot be used in this setting, since we cannot
pay the linear time in dimension necessary to recenter gradients. The SGD analysis of
Moulines and Bach [MB11] meets all of our criteria: the bulk of our result comes from
simply combining this analysis with our choice of stochastic gradient (Eq. (1)).
The runtime of SGD is only good for our choice of gradient when b is sparse, but through
a sketching matrix we can reduce to the case where b has O
(‖A‖2F‖A‖2
σ4ε2
‖b‖2
‖AA+b‖2
)
non-zero
entries. Additional analysis is necessary to argue that we have efficient sample and query
access to the output, since we need to rule out the possibility that our output x is given
as a description A†x˜ such that x˜ is much larger than x, so that computing, say, ‖x‖ via
rejection sampling is intractable. Factors of ‖b‖
2
‖AA+b‖2 arise because sampling error is additive
with respect to ‖b‖, and need to be rescaled relative to ‖x∗‖; the quantum algorithm must
also pay such a factor.
2 Proofs
2.1 Stochastic gradient bounds
Because we are using SGD to minimize fλ(x), we need a stochastic approximation to
∇fλ(x) = A†Ax − A†b + λx. Our choice of stochastic gradient comes from observing that
A†Ax =
∑m
r=1
∑n
c=1A
†
rArcxc, so we can estimate this by sampling one of the summands.
Let r be drawn from the distribution that is r with probability ‖Ar,∗‖
2
‖A‖2F
and let c1, . . . , cC
be drawn i.i.d. from the distribution that is c with probability |Ar,c|
2
‖Ar,∗‖2 . Define
∇gλ(x) = ‖A‖
2
F
‖Ar,∗‖2
( C∑
j=1
‖Ar,∗‖2
C|Ar,cj |2
Ar,cjxcj
)
(Ar,∗)† − A†b+ λx, (1)
and this will be our estimator for ∇fλ(x). Notice that the first term of this expression is the
average of copies of
‖A‖2F
|Ar,c|2Ar,cxc(Ar,∗)
† with probability
|Ar,c|2
‖A‖2F
Lemma 2.1. Consider ∇gλ(x) as in Eq. (1) as an estimator of ∇fλ(x).
1. E[∇gλ(x)] = ∇fλ(x)
2. Var[∇gλ(x)] = 1
C
‖A‖4F‖x‖2 +
(
1− 1
C
)
‖A‖2F‖Ax‖2 − ‖A†Ax‖2
3. E[‖∇gλ(x)−∇gλ(y)‖22] = ‖(A†A+ λI)(x− y)‖2 + Var[∇gλ(x− y)]
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Proof. Part 1. We have
E[∇gλ(x)] = 1
C
C∑
j=1
E
[ ‖A‖2F
‖Ar,∗‖2
‖Ar,∗‖2
|Ar,cj |2
Ar,cjxcj(Ar,∗)
†
]
− A†b+ λx
= E
[ ‖A‖2F
|Ar,c1 |2
Ar,c1xc1(Ar,∗)
†
]
− A†b+ λx
=
(∑
r,c1
|Ar,c1|2
‖A‖2F
‖A‖2F
|Ar,c1|2
Ar,c1xc1(Ar,∗)
†
)
− A†b+ λx
= A†Ax− A†b+ λx = ∇fλ(x).
Part 2. Now variance.
Var[∇gλ(x)] = E[‖∇gλ(x)− E[∇gλ(x)]‖2]
= Var
[ ‖A‖2F
‖Ar,∗‖2
( C∑
j=1
‖Ar,∗‖2
C|Ar,cj |2
Ar,cjxcj
)
(Ar,∗)†
]
= Var
[( C∑
j=1
‖A‖2F
C|Ar,cj |2
Ar,cjxcj
)
(Ar,∗)†
]
= E
[∥∥∥( C∑
j=1
‖A‖2F
C|Ar,cj |2
Ar,cjxcj
)
(Ar,∗)†
∥∥∥2]− ‖A†Ax‖2.
Then, we can bound the first term of the above equation as follows:
E
[∥∥∥( C∑
j=1
‖A‖2F
C|Ar,cj |2
Ar,cjxcj
)
(Ar,∗)†
∥∥∥2]
=
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2
‖A‖2F
‖A‖4F‖Ai,∗‖2
‖Ai,∗‖4 E
[( C∑
j=1
‖Ai,∗‖2
C|Ai,cj |2
Ai,cjxcj
)2]
= ‖A‖2F
m∑
i=1
E
[( C∑
j=1
‖Ai,∗‖2
C|Ai,cj |2
Ai,cjxcj
)2]
= ‖A‖2F
m∑
i=1
( 1
C
Var
[‖Ai,∗‖2
|Ai,cj |2
Ai,cjxcj
]
+ (Ai,∗x)2
)
= ‖A‖2F
m∑
i=1
( 1
C
(‖Ai,∗‖2‖x‖2 − (Ai,∗x)2) + (Ai,∗x)2
)
=
1
C
‖A‖4F‖x‖2 +
(
1− 1
C
)
‖A‖2F‖Ax‖2
Note that if C ≤ ‖A‖2F‖x‖2‖Ax‖2 (as is the case for our eventual value of C,
‖A‖2F
‖A‖2 ), this variance can
be bounded as 1
C
‖A‖4F‖x‖2.
Part 3. Finally, the expression for E[‖∇gλ(x)−∇gλ(y)‖2] follows from the observation
that ∇gλ(x)−∇gλ(y) is simply ∇gλ(x− y) when b and x(0) are zero vectors.
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2.2 Analyzing stochastic gradient descent for sparse b
The algorithm we use to solve regression is stochastic gradient descent (SGD): consider a
differentiable random function g : X → R, and consider the following recursion, starting
from x(0) ∈ X :
x(t) = x(t−1) − ηt∇gλ(x(t−1)), (2)
where (ηt)k≥1 is a deterministic sequence of positive scalars. We will take ∇gλ to be as in
Eq. (1), and x(0) = ~0.
We can make some simple observations about the computational complexity of this gra-
dient step when b is sparse (that is, the number of non-zero entries of b, ‖b‖0, is small).
Lemma 2.2. Given SQ(A), we can output x(t) as a (t+ ‖b‖0)-sparse description in time
O(Ct(t+ ‖b‖0)).
Proof. First, suppose we are given x(t) as an s-sparse description, and wish to output a sparse
description for the next iterate x(t+1), which from Eq. (1), satisfies
x(t+1) = x(t) − ηt+1∇gλ(x(t))
= x(t) − ηt+1 ·
( ‖A‖2F
‖Ar,∗‖2
( C∑
j=1
‖Ar,∗‖2
C|Ar,cj |2
Ar,cjx
(t)
cj
)
(Ar,∗)† − A†b+ λx(t)
)
.
The r and cj’s are drawn from distributions, and SQ(A) can produce such samples with its
Sample queries, taking O(C) time.
From inspection of the above equation, if we have x(t) in terms of its description as A†v(t),
then we can write x(t+1) as a description A†v(t+1) where v(t+1) satisfies
v(t+1) = v(t) − ηt+1 ·
(( ‖A‖2F
‖Ar,∗‖2
( C∑
j=1
‖Ar,∗‖2
C|Ar,cj |2
Ar,cjA
†
cj
v(t)
)
er − b+ λv(t)
)
. (3)
Here, er is the vector that is one in the rth entry and zero otherwise. So, if v(t) is s-sparse,
and has a support that includes the support of b, then v(t+1) is (s+ 1)-sparse. Furthermore,
by exploiting the sparsity of v(t), computing v(t+1) takes O(Cs) time (including the time
taken to use SQ(A) to query A for all of the relevant norms and entries).
So, if we wish to compute x(t), we begine with x(0), which we have trivially as an ‖b‖0-
sparse decomposition (v(0) = ~0). It is sparser, but if we consider x(0) as having the same
support as b, by the argument described above, we can then compute x(1) as an (‖b‖0 + 1)-
sparse description in O(C‖b‖0) time.
By iteratively computing v(i+1) from v(i) in O(C(‖b‖0 + i)) time, we can output x(t) as a
(t+ ‖b‖0)-sparse description in
O
( t∑
i=0
C(‖b‖0 + i)
)
= O(Ct(t+ ‖b‖0))
time as desired.
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We will take C = ‖A‖2F/‖A‖2, which is the largest value we can set C to before it
stops having an effect on the variance of ∇gλ. It’s good to scale C up to be as large as
possible, since it means a corresponding linear decrease in the number of iterations, which
our algorithm runtime depends on quadratically. We eventually take T = O
(‖A‖2‖A‖2F
σ4ε2
log 1
ε
)
and, giving a runtime of
Θ
(
s
‖A‖4F
σ4ε2
log
1
ε
+
‖A‖2‖A‖6F
σ8ε4
log2
1
ε
)
For simplicity we assume knowledge of ‖A‖ exactly, despite that our SQ(A) only gives us
access to ‖A‖F. One can get a constant approximation to ‖A‖ in O
(‖A‖6F
‖A‖6
)
time [CGL+20,
Lemma 3.9], though, which suffices for our purposes. Now, we must show that performing
SGD for T many iterations gives an x sufficiently close to x∗.
Proposition 2.3. Let A ∈ Cm×n and b ∈ Cn. Let σ := ‖A+‖−1. Let C := ‖A‖2F‖A‖2 . We choose
ε := O
(
‖A‖F‖A‖
‖A‖F‖A‖+λ(log
‖A‖F‖A‖
σ2+λ
)−
1
2
)
and T := Θ( ‖A‖
2
F‖A‖2
(σ2+λ)2ε2
). Let x(T ) be defined as Eq. (2),
with x(0) = ~0 and ηt := ε(12 log(1/ε)/t)
1/2
‖A‖F‖A‖ . Then we have
E[‖x(T ) − x∗‖2] ≤ ε2‖x∗‖2.
In particular, by Markov’s inequality, with probability ≥ 0.9, ‖x(T ) − x∗‖ . ε‖x∗‖.
Stochastic gradient descent is known to require a number of iterations linear in (something
like the) second moment of the stochastic gradient. To analyze SGD, we apply the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.4 ([MB11, Theorem 1]). Suppose the following assumptions hold:
1. Let (Fn)n≥0 be an increasing family of σ-fields. x0 is F0-measurable, and for each
x ∈ X , the random variable g′(x) is square-integrable, Fn-measurable, and
∀x ∈ X , E[g′(θ) | Fn−1] = f ′(x), w.p. 1.
2. g is almost surely convex, differentiable, and:
∀x, y ∈ X .E[‖g′(x)− g′(y)‖2 | Fn−1] ≤ L2‖x− y‖2, w.p. 1.
3. f is µ-strongly convex with respect to the norm ‖ · ‖.
4. There exists σ2 ∈ R+ such that E[‖g′(x∗)‖2 | Fn−1] ≤ G2.
Denote δt := E[‖x(t) − x∗‖2], ϕα(t) = tαα for α 6= 0 and ϕ0(t) = log(t). Let η ∈ (0, 1) denote
a parameter, and for each t, set ηt = η · t−α. We have, for α ∈ [0, 1]:
δt ≤
{
2 exp(4L2η2ϕ1−2α(t)− µηt1−α/4) · (δ0 +G2/L2) + 4ηG2/(µtα) α ∈ [0, 1)
exp(2L2η2) · n−µη · (δ0 +G2/L2) + 2G2η2 · ϕµη/2−1(n) · n−µη/2 α = 1
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Now, we apply this theorem to our stochastic gradient ∇gλ(x) as in Eq. (1), for C =
‖A‖2F/‖A‖2 as discussed, to show that δt ≤ ε2‖x∗‖2, thereby proving Proposition 2.3. By
Lemma 2.1 we can take
L2 = (‖A‖2 + λ)2 + 1
C
‖A‖4F ≤ 3(‖A‖2F‖A‖2 + λ2) G2 =
1
C
‖A‖4F‖x∗‖2,
µ = σ2 + λ, δ0 = ‖x∗‖2.
Claim 2.5. If we take α = 1
2
, η2 = 12ε
2
‖A‖2F‖A‖2
log 1
ε
, and assume ε . ‖A‖F‖A‖‖A‖F‖A‖+λ(log
‖A‖F‖A‖
σ2+λ
)−
1
2 ,
then for T = η
2‖A‖4F‖A‖4
(σ2+λ)2ε4
= 12
‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(σ2+λ)2ε2
log 1
ε
,
δT ≤ ε2‖x∗‖2.
The particular values in this claim (in particular, η, T , and ε) are chosen to give the
eventual bound of δT ≤ ε2‖x∗‖2.
Proof. It happens that α = 1
2
gives the best bound on δt (as we expect, since SGD in this
setting gives a 1√
t
rate). For this choice of α, substituting in our values for L2, G2, µ, and
δ0, we get
δt ≤ 2 exp(4L2η2 log(t)− µη
√
t/4)(δ0 +G
2/L2) +
4ηG2
µ
√
t
≤
(
4 exp
(
12(‖A‖2F‖A‖2 + λ2)η2 log(t)− (σ2 + λ)η
√
t/4
)
+
4η‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(σ2 + λ)
√
t
)
‖x∗‖2.
Dividing by ‖x∗‖2 on both sides and substituting in t, we get
δk
‖x∗‖2 ≤ 4 exp
(
12(‖A‖2F‖A‖2 + λ2)η2 log
(η2‖A‖4F‖A‖4
(σ2 + λ)2ε4
)
− η
2‖A‖2F‖A‖2
4ε2
)
+ 4ε2
= 4 exp(−C1 log(1/ε)) + 4ε2
= 4εC1 + 4ε2 ≤ 8ε2.
The first step follows from substituting in η and defining
C1 := 3− 144(‖A‖
2
F‖A‖2 + λ2)ε2
‖A‖2F‖A‖2
log
(12‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(σ2 + λ)2ε2
log
1
ε
)
,
and the final inequality follows because the bound on ε in the statement of the claim implies
that C1 ≥ 2.
2.3 Accessing the output
After performing SGD, we have a x(T ) that is close to x∗ as desired, and it is given as a
sparse description A†v(T ). We want to say that we have SQ(x(T )) from its description. From
now on, we assume for simplicity that λ = 0.
Our goal is to invoke a result originally from [Tan19] about length-square sampling a
vector that is a linear-combination of length-square accessible vectors.
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Lemma 2.6 ([CGL+20, Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10]). Suppose we have SQ(M †) for M ∈ Cn×d
and Q(x) ∈ Cd. Denote ∆ := ∑di=1 ‖M (i)‖2x2i /‖y‖22. Then we can implement SQ(y) ∈ Cn
for y := Mx with T (y) = O(d2∆ log(1/δ) · T (M)), where queries succeed with probability
≥ 1− δ. Namely, we can:
(a) query for entries with complexity O(d · T (M));
(b) sample from y with runtime Tsample(y) satisfying
E[Tsample(y)] = O
(
d2∆ · T (M))
and
Pr[Tsample(y) = O
(
d2∆ · log(1/δ))] ≥ 1− δ.
(c) estimate ‖y‖ to (1 ± ε) multiplicative error with success probability at least 1 − δ in
complexity
O
(
d2∆
ε2
T (M) · log(1/δ)
)
.
So we care about the quantity ∆ =
∑m
i=1 ‖Ai,∗‖2(v(t)i )2, where v(t) follows the recurrence
according to Eq. (3):
v(t) = v(t−1) − ηt ·
(( ‖A‖2F
‖Ar,∗‖2
( C∑
j=1
‖Ar,∗‖2
C|Ar,cj |2
Ar,cjA
†
cj
v(t−1)
)
er − b
)
.
Roughly speaking, ∆ encodes the amount of cancellation that could occur in the product
A†v(t).
We will now establish some notation for the rest of the document. Denote v¯(t) := E[v(t)]
and x¯(t) := E[x(t)]. Denote A := [ A√λI ] ∈ C(m+n)×n, b := [ b~0 ] ∈ Cm+n, and A′ := [ A
√
λI ] ∈
Cm×(m+n). These will be useful because, for example, fλ(x) = 12‖Ax − b‖2, so x∗ = A+b.
Note that the maximum and minimum singular values of A and A′ are ‖A‖+√λ and σ+√λ,
and that
A+ = (A†A)+A† = (A†A+ λI)−1A†
A′+ = A′†(A′A′†) = A′†(AA† + λI)−1.
Continuing onto our bounds, we pull
E
[ m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v(t)i |2
]
=
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v¯(t)i |2 +
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2 Var[v(t)i ]. (4)
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For the second term in the above equation, we first bound the coordinate-wise variances:
Var[v
(t)
i ] = η
2
t Var
[ ‖A‖2F
‖Ar,∗‖2
( C∑
j=1
‖Ar,∗‖2
C|Ar,cj |2
Ari,cjx
(t−1)
cj
)
χ(r = i)
]
= η2t
( ‖A‖2F
‖Ai,∗‖2 E
[( C∑
j=1
‖Ai,∗‖2
C|Ai,cj |2
Ai,cjx
(t−1)
cj
)2]
− (Ax(t−1))2i
)
= η2t
( ‖A‖2F
‖Ai,∗‖2
( 1
C
‖Ai,∗‖2‖x(t−1)‖2 + (Ax(t−1))2i
)
− (Ax(t−1))2i
)
= η2t
( 1
C
‖A‖2F‖x(t−1)‖2 + ‖A‖2F
(Ax(t−1))2i
‖Ai,∗‖2 − (Ax
(t−1))2i
)
.
Then, we have
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2 Var[v(t)i ] ≤ η2t
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2
( 1
C
‖A‖2F‖x(t−1)‖2 + ‖A‖2F
(Ax(t−1))2i
‖Ai,∗‖2
)
= η2t ‖A‖2F
( 1
C
‖A‖2F‖x(t−1)‖2 + ‖Ax(t−1)‖2
)
= η2t ‖A‖2F
(
‖A‖2‖x(t−1)‖2 + ‖Ax(t−1)‖2
)
≤ 2η2t ‖A‖2F‖A‖2 E[‖x(t−1)‖2]
= 2η2t ‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(
E[‖x(t−1) − x∗‖2]− ‖x∗‖2 + 2(x¯(t−1))†x∗
)
≤ 2η2t ‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(
(ε− 1)‖x∗‖2 + 2‖x¯(t−1)‖‖x∗‖
)
Note that by Lemma 2.1, linearity of expecation, and the observation that the randomness
in the gradient is independent of the choice of x¯(t−1),
x¯(t) = x¯(t−1) − ηt(A†Ax¯(t−1) − A†b+ λx¯(t−1)),
which is the gradient descent procedure for the function h(x) = 1
2
‖Ax−AA+b‖2 (using that
A†b = A†AA+b). One property of gradient descent is that h(u) ≤ h(0) provided that ηt
remains smaller than 1‖A‖2 :
h(u(t)) = h(u(t−1)) +∇h(u(t−1))(u(t) − x(t−1)) + 1
2
(u(t) − u(t−1))†∇2h(z)(u(t) − u(t−1))
= h(u(t−1))− ηt‖∇h(u(t−1))‖2 + 1
2
η2t∇h(u(t−1))†∇2h(z)∇h(u(t−1))
≤ h(u(t−1))−
(
ηt − 1
2
η2t ‖A‖2
)
‖∇h(u(t−1))‖2
≤ h(u(t−1)).
So
‖Ax¯(t)‖2 − 2‖Ax¯(t)‖‖AA+b‖+ ‖AA+b‖2 ≤ 2h(x¯(t)) ≤ 2h(x¯(0)) = ‖AA+b‖2
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which implies
‖Ax¯(t)‖ ≤ 2‖AA+b‖.
Using that x¯(t) is always contained in the rowspace of A, this means that
‖x¯(t)‖ ≤ 1
σ +
√
λ
‖Ax¯(t)‖ ≤ 2
σ +
√
λ
‖AA+b‖.
Continuing our variance computation, we have
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2 Var[v(t)i ] ≤ 2η2t ‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(
(ε− 1)‖x∗‖2 + 2‖x¯(t−1)‖‖x∗‖
)
≤ 2η2t ‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(
(ε− 1)‖x∗‖2 + 2
σ +
√
λ
‖AA+b‖‖x∗‖
)
. η2t ‖A‖2F‖A‖2
‖A‖+√λ
σ +
√
λ
‖x∗‖2. (5)
As for the other half of Eq. (4), notice that v¯(t) satisfies the recurrence
v¯(t) = v¯(t−1) − ηt(AA†v¯(t−1) − b+ λv¯(t−1))
This recurrence is straightforward to understand: we write v¯(t) = u(t) + u(t)⊥ , where u
(t) =
AA+v¯(t) and u(t)⊥ = (I − AA+)v¯(t). Then
u(t) = u(t−1) − ηt(AA†u(t−1) − AA+b+ λu(t−1))
= u(t−1) − ηt(A′A′†u(t−1) − AA+b) and
u
(t)
⊥ = (1− ηtλ)u(t−1)⊥ + ηt(I − AA+)b.
The latter recursion we can solve immediately, since ηtλ ≤ 1 in our parameter regime (λ .
‖A‖2, ε . 1): u(t)⊥ = β(I − AA+)b for some β ≤
∑t
τ=1 ητ .
The former recursion is gradient descent for the function h(u) = 1
2
‖A′†u − A′+AA+b‖2,
which we see by rewriting AA+b = A′A′+AA+b, which holds both when λ is zero (in which
case A′A′+ = AA+) and non-zero (in which case A′A′+ = I). Going through a similar
analysis as before, h(u(t)) ≤ h(u(0)), so ‖u(t)‖ ≤ 1
σ+
√
λ
‖A′+AA+b‖, and together with the
observation
‖A′+AA+b‖2 =
∥∥∥[A†(AA† + λI)−1√
λ(AA† + λI)−1
]
AA+b
∥∥∥2
=
∥∥∥[ x∗√
λ(AA† + λI)−1AA+b
]∥∥∥2
≤ ‖x∗‖2 + λ
(σ2 + λ)2
‖AA+b‖2,
we get that
‖v¯(t)‖2 = ‖u(t)‖2+‖u(t)⊥ ‖2 ≤
1
σ2 + λ
‖x∗‖2+ λ
(σ2 + λ)3
‖AA+b‖2+(
t∑
s=1
ηs)
2‖(I−AA+)b‖2. (6)
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Now, we put the pieces together and substitute in our choices of constants from Section 2.2
to get the desired upper bound on E[
∑m
i=1 ‖Ai,∗‖2|v(T )i |2].
E
[ m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v(T )i |2
]
(7)
=
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v¯(T )i |2 +
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2 Var[v(T )i ] by Eq. (4)
. ‖A‖2F‖v¯(T )‖2 + η2t ‖A‖2F‖A‖2
‖A‖
σ +
√
λ
‖x∗‖2 by Eq. (5) and the assumption λ . ‖A‖2
≤ ‖A‖2F
( 1
σ2 + λ
‖x∗‖2 + λ
(σ2 + λ)3
‖AA+b‖2 +
( T∑
t=1
ηt
)2
‖b‖2
)
+ 2η2T
‖A‖2F‖A‖3
σ +
√
λ
‖x∗‖2
by Eq. (6)
≤
( ‖A‖2F
σ2 + λ
+ 2
η2
T
‖A‖2F‖A‖3
σ +
√
λ
)
‖x∗‖2 + ‖A‖
2
Fλ
(σ2 + λ)3
‖AA+b‖2 + ‖A‖2Fη2T‖b‖2 for ηt = ηt−
1
2
.
( ‖A‖2F
σ2 + λ
+
ε4(σ +
√
λ)3
‖A‖2F‖A‖
)
‖x∗‖2 + ‖A‖
2
Fλ
(σ2 + λ)3
‖AA+b‖2 + ‖A‖
2
F log
2 1
ε
(σ2 + λ)2
‖b‖2
for η, T as in Proposition 2.3
. ‖A‖
2
F
σ2 + λ
‖x∗‖2 + ‖A‖
2
F log
2 1
ε
(σ2 + λ)2
‖b‖2
where we recall that in Proposition 2.3 we took η2 = 12ε2‖A‖2F‖A‖2 log
1
ε
, and T = 12 ‖A‖
2
F‖A‖2
(σ2+λ)2ε2
log 1
ε
.
So, our we can bound our cancellation constant. By union bounding, we have that with
probability ≥ 0.9, ‖x(T )− x∗‖ ≤ ε‖x∗‖ and the above bound on∑mi=1 ‖Ai,∗‖2|v(T )i |2 holds up
to constant factors. In this case, we have
∆ =
1
‖x(T )‖2
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v(T )i |2 by definition in Lemma 2.6
. 1‖x∗‖2
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v(T )i |2 by ‖x(T )‖ = Θ(‖x∗‖)
. 1‖x∗‖2
( ‖A‖2F
σ2 + λ
‖x∗‖2 + ‖A‖
2
F
(σ2 + λ)2
‖b‖2 log2 1
ε
)
by Eq. (7)
=
‖A‖2F
σ2 + λ
+
‖A‖2F
(σ2 + λ)2
‖b‖2
‖x∗‖2 log
2 1
ε
≤ ‖A‖
2
F
σ2 + λ
+
‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(σ2 + λ)2
‖b‖2
‖AA+b‖2 log
2 1
ε
. (8)
The final inequality follows from the calculation
‖x∗‖ = ‖(A†A+ λI)−1A†(AA+b)‖ ≥ ‖A‖‖A‖2 + λ‖AA
+b‖ = Θ
( 1
‖A‖‖AA
+b‖
)
.
In the final expression of Eq. (8), the second term dominates.
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2.4 Extending to non-sparse b: Proof of Theorem 1.1
In previous sections, we have shown how to solve our regularized regression problem for
sparse b: from Proposition 2.3, performing SGD for T h ‖A‖
2
F‖A‖2
(σ2+λ)2ε2
log 1
ε
iterations outputs
an x with the desired error bound; from Lemma 2.2, it takes O
(‖A‖2F
‖A‖2 T (T + ‖b‖0)
)
time to
output x as a sparse description; and from Section 2.3, we have sample and query access to
that output x given its sparse description.
Now, all that remains is to extend this work to the case that b is non-sparse. In this case,
we will simply replace b with a sparse bˆ that behaves similarly, and show that running SGD
with this value of bˆ gives all the same results. The sparsity of bˆ will be O
(‖A‖2F‖A‖2
σ4ε2
‖b‖2
‖AA+b‖2
)
,
giving a total runtime of
O
( ‖A‖6F‖A‖2
(σ2 + λ)4ε4
( ‖b‖2
‖AA+b‖2 + log
1
ε
)
log
1
ε
)
We present several known results about the approximate matrix product via importance
sampling matrix.8
Definition (Importance sampling matrix). We say S ∈ Rs×m is an importance sampling
matrix for A ∈ Cm×n if Si is sampled to be ‖A‖
2
F
s‖Ai,∗‖2 with probability ‖Ai,∗‖2/‖A‖2F.
Lemma 2.7 (Matrix multiplication to Frobenius norm error, [DKM06, Lemma 4]). Consider
X ∈ Cm×n, Y ∈ Cm×p, and take S ∈ Cs×m to be an importance sampling matrix for X or Y .
Then,
E[‖X†S†SY −X†Y ‖2F] ≤
1
s
‖X‖2F‖Y ‖2F
E
[ s∑
i=1
‖[SX](i, ·)‖2‖[SY ](i, ·)‖2
]
≤ 1
s
‖X‖2F‖Y ‖2F.
We have SQ(A), so we can use Lemma 2.7 with s = ‖A‖
2
F‖A‖2
(σ2+λ)2ε2
‖b‖2
‖AA+b‖2 to find an S in O(s)
time that satisfies the guarantees
‖A†S†Sb− A†b‖ ≤ ε(σ
2 + λ)‖AA+b‖
‖A‖ . ε(σ
2 + λ)‖x∗‖ and
s∑
i=1
‖[SA](i, ·)‖2‖[Sb](i, ·)‖2 ≤ ε2 (σ
2 + λ)2‖AA+b‖2
‖A‖2 . ε(σ
2 + λ)‖x∗‖
with probability ≥ 0.99. Assuming this holds, we can perform SGD as in Proposition 2.3
on bˆ := S†Sb (which is s-sparse) to find an x such that ‖x − xˆ∗‖ ≤ ε‖x∗‖, where xˆ∗ is the
optimum (A†A+ λI)−1A†bˆ.
‖xˆ∗ − x∗‖ = ‖(A†A+ λI)+A†(bˆ− b)‖ ≤ 1
σ2 + λ
‖A†(bˆ− b)‖ . ε‖x∗‖
8It is straightforward to apply the tool in R to C via doubling the size of the dimension.
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The only subsequent issue that arises is in getting SQ(x): recall from Section 2.3 that the
time per query for SQ(x) depends on ‖bˆ‖‖AA+bˆ‖ . Using similar arguments as above, ‖AA+bˆ‖ ≈
‖AA+b‖, but it’s not necessarily true that ‖bˆ‖ ≈ ‖b‖: in fact, it could be arbitrarily bad. To
fix this, we need to massage our analysis to form something that looks like
∑
i ‖Ai,∗‖2‖bˆi‖2.
Recall the definition of v¯(t) = u(t) + β(I − AA+)b for β ≤∑tτ=1 ητ .
We can upper bound E[
∑m
i=1 ‖Ai,∗‖2|v(T )i |2] as follows:
E
[ m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v(T )i |2
]
=
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v¯(T )i |2 +
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2 Var[v(T )i ].
We can upper bound the second term in the above equation in the same way as before,
namely from Eqs. (5) and (7):
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2 Var[v(T )i ] ≤
(σ +
√
λ)3ε4
‖A‖2F‖A‖
‖xˆ∗‖2.
We can upper bound the first term
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v¯(T )i |2
≤ 3
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2
(
|u(T )i |2 + |β(AA+bˆ)i|2 + |βbˆi|2
)
by Cauchy-Schwarz
≤ 3
(
‖A‖2F‖u(T )‖2 + β2‖A‖2F‖AA+bˆ‖2 + β2
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|bˆi|2
)
by Cauchy-Schwarz
. ‖A‖
2
F
σ2 + λ
‖xˆ∗‖2 + ‖A‖
2
Fλ
(σ2 + λ)3
‖AA+b‖2 + β2‖A‖2F‖AA+bˆ‖2 + β2
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|bˆi|2
by the analysis of ‖u(T )‖ in Eq. (6)
. ‖A‖
2
F
σ2 + λ
‖xˆ∗‖2 +
( ‖A‖2Fλ
(σ2 + λ)3
+
‖A‖2F
(σ2 + λ)2
log2
1
ε
)
‖AA+bˆ‖2 + log
2 1
ε
(σ2 + λ)2
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|bˆi|2
by bounding β2 . log
2 1
ε
σ4
. ‖A‖
2
F
σ2 + λ
‖xˆ∗‖2 + ‖A‖
2
F
(σ2 + λ)2
log2
1
ε
‖AA+bˆ‖2 + ε log2 1
ε
‖x∗‖2 by the use of Lemma 2.7
.
( ‖A‖2F
σ2 + λ
+
‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(σ2 + λ)2
log2
1
ε
)
‖xˆ∗‖2 + ε2 log2 1
ε
‖x∗‖2
. ‖A‖
2
F‖A‖2
(σ2 + λ)2
log2
1
ε
‖xˆ∗‖2. by ‖x∗‖ = Θ(‖xˆ∗‖)
This second term dominates, so with probability ≥ 0.99
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v(T )i |2 .
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v¯(T )i |2 +
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2 Var[v(T )i ] .
‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(σ2 + λ)2
log2
1
ε
‖xˆ∗‖2
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and we can bound our cancellation constant
∆ =
1
‖x(T )‖2
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v(T )i |2 .
1
‖xˆ∗‖2
m∑
i=1
‖Ai,∗‖2|v(T )i |2 .
‖A‖2F‖A‖2
(σ2 + λ)2
log2
1
ε
.
Using Lemma 2.6, the time it takes to respond to a query to SQ(x(T )) is (T +‖bˆ‖0)2∆, which
gives the runtime in Theorem 1.1.
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